Comment on "Apical charge flux-modulated inplane transport properties of cuprate superconductors"
Here, the energy, ε AA , of apical-oxygen 2p z is lowered due to the repulsion from the AC orbital and the energy of Cu 4s is raised due to the repulsion from apicaloxygen 2p z . The bonding between AA and AC, demonstrated in Ref. [1] to correlate positively with T c max , is essentially the amount, t 2 AA, AC / (ε AC − ε AA ) , by which the denominator in Eq. (1) is increased due to this bond. This, in turn, is seen to cause the energy of the axial orbital to decrease towards that of the bare Cu 4s and, hence, according to Ref. [2] be associated with a higher T c max ; Q.E.D.! In the words of Ref. [1] : ".. the closer the hybridization peak is to the Fermi level (ε F ), the higher the T c max is."
Eq.
(1) also exhibits other causes for an increased T c max captured by [2] , but not by [1] . For instance, increasing the distance, d A , to AA, thus decreasing the AA-AC distance, causes not only an increase of t 2 AA, AC , but also a decrease of t 2 AA, Cu 4s , and thereby leads to an even stronger decrease of ε s towards ε Cu 4s and, hence, stronger increase of T c max . That T c max generally increases with d A is, however, not true, because also ε AA and ε AC (the nature of the AA and the AC) matter, unless d A is so large that t 2 AA, Cu 4s ∼0 (almost the case of Tl and Hg in FIG. 4 of Ref. [2] ).
Most importantly, whereas the correlation [2] extends in a straight-forward way to the numerous higher-T c biand triplelayer cuprates (FIG. 5 in Ref. [2] ), the correlation [1] does not, simply because the bonds between AA and AC are outside the multilayer. Instead, Ref. [1] ascribes the observed trend to charge transfer from a vertically vibrating AA to a CuO 2 layer, i.e. a higher-order, dynamical process. This, we feel, deserves further study.
